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Scope

• Rather than an instructional, this slide set describes the 
internals of how a new enhancement to the monte carlo 
models is achieved.


• The slides are for V16.3 of the MCarloRisk3D iPad app


• We figure:  if you've gotten this far, you already know how 
to use the app, but it might be useful to understand what 
is going on with this new feature:  Fractional Differencing.



Reminder for comparison:  
Default behavior of app

• Assumes i.i.d. for daily returns (independent, identically distributed)


• Compute returns per day like:


•    R(t) = (Price(t)/Price(t-1) - 1) [zero-centered returns]


• Resample from these returns to make one full monte carlo path of returns


• Resample from a recent time window of N days as a default option (say, 1 year back), not all 
returns from all history back to IPO...unless you want that.


• Then re-assemble the returns back into a price path by multiplying them all together like (R(t)
+1)*(R(t+1)+1)*..., and use the last known Price data point (accounting for a possible backtest 
withholding window) to turn the data back into prices, at the proper level.  The last known price 
when multiplied by the first re-sampled return becomes the first price in a single monte carlo path.


• Repeat for all monte carlo paths.


• This gives an aggregate of monte carlo price paths, which defines a surface of of price = 
function(time_forward, probability).



New feature:  sampling from fractional 
differences of prices instead of daily 

returns
• Instead of computing daily returns per day, compute daily differences (e.g. Price(t) - Price(t-1) for a simple 

difference)


• But allow the difference to be fractional, which includes prices even before Price(t-1), e.g.:


• fracdiff(d) = Price(t) - A(d)*Price(t-1) - B(d)*Price(t-2) - etc...


• Read the above fracdiff(d) as "fractional difference to / of level d" = ...


• A fractional difference is a weighted sum (e.g. difference, if the coefficients are negative, which they are, 
except for the first one) of all prior Price values within the window of interest (the window from which we 
resample)


• A(d), B(d), C(d) are constants determined by the fractional difference level d, they are not time-dependent.


• abs(d) is usually magnitude 1.0 or less, though we can increase d beyond 1.0 to start moving the pre-
processing toward the 2nd difference (2nd derivative); however, as we increase d, we attenuate (reduce) 
more long term memory from the series, so we want to try to keep d lower if possible.


• Details how the weights A, B, C, etc, are computed, and their meanings, are discussed in more detail here:  
https://diffent.com/mcrtrain/freqrespfracdiffV2.pdf



switch on fractional differencing

d = 1 implies ordinary daily differencing 
d = 0 implies no differencing (not recommended) 
d < 0 implies fractional integration (not recommended)

try d = 0.8 or d = 0.9 to start 
e.g. retain a bit more long term memory 

than with ordinary differencing 
or a daily returns model

accessed from the Tune menu

in the Monte Carlo tab

press RunMC after closing and saving this Tune window to re-run the model

How to access the 
fractional differencing option 
in the MCarloRisk3D iPad app



more extreme 
example: fractional 

differencing set to 0.8

bulk backtest 
not good

blue actual 
curve goes way 

outside model bounds

reference:  
fractional differencing OFF

backtest reality curve (blue) is well within the forecast 
envelope (maybe too much...forecast envelope 

may be over-estimating ranges)

fractional differencing ON, but too much

lesson:  a little fractional differencing goes 
a long way to change a model's behavior

black curve is highlighted 
MC trace (typical trace)

Example runs



Fractional differencing 
benefits

• Instead of just considering Price yesterday for our 
candidate values to resample, we also consider prices the 
day before yesterday, etc.  And the farther back in time 
we go, we give those older prices less weight.


• E.g. instead of throwing away all that Price information of 
prior days, we try to keep some of it in our values from 
which we resample.


• E.g. we retain more of the long term memory of the 
series from which we started.



Fractional differencing 
drawbacks

• If we don't difference enough (e.g. don't set the 
differencing level d large enough), the data from which we 
resample will not be stationary, we violate i.i.d. 
assumptions, and our model could go awry and give poor 
forecasts.


• For example, if we set the fractional difference level close 
to 0, it means we are getting back a data series close to 
what we started with (raw Prices), and we know that if we 
randomly mix together raw prices from far distant days in 
a stock price chart, the level has likely changed, and we 
get unrealistic jumps in our monte carlo paths. 



Next...

• Setting aside for the moment the fact that what we may 
be doing is hazardous to our model accuracy for some 
levels of d, we next describe how we generate monte 
carlo paths from fractionally differenced Prices, and how 
we then re-generate price paths from these.



Constructing monte carlo paths 
from fractionally differenced data

1. Fractionally difference (FD) our prices to a given level d. 

2. Resample randomly from these FD values to generate monte carlo paths.


3. The above paths are in "price fractionally differenced" units.  If we had set fractional difference level to 1, these would be just 
daily changes in price.   (Note:  not daily returns, since daily return is a percentage).


4. Now we have to re-convert our FD values into Prices for each monte carlo path.  To do this, we fractionally integrate to the 
same level, d.  This is just the fractional differencing algorithm re-applied with the difference level set to -d. 

5. But, oops: we realize that when we find an integral like this (even to a fractional integrated level), we are missing a constant. 
(Remember high school calculus!  Still relevant!  Don't forget the constant when integrating!).  Our price series looks like a 
price series over time, but the level is wrong:  it may start from some strange value, almost zero or even negative.  The 
fractional differencing process we first applied removes entirely a "DC" ("direct current," in engineering terms) constant value 
from the data.


6. To replace the constant price during re-integration, we use the known price value immediately preceding the data window 
from which we chose the samples for our monte carlo paths.  The data is now free of any fractional differencing artifacts, 
except perhaps for a bit of numerical noise which is most often much less than 1 cent per day (almost zero).


7. Now our monte carlo price paths are back to normal levels, in units of dollars, and all start at the same known price, as 
expected.


8. Next, we turn these re-assembled prices in each monte carlo path back into daily returns, since the remainder of our 
algorithm deals with returns.  The returns get re-assembled into prices later in the app to generate the final price monte carlo 
envelope / surface.  This part is a quirk of our implementation when trying to fit this new fractional differencing method into 
our pre-existing app which deals with returns, and is not required in general.



For advanced users
1. When we perform step 1 on the prior page, the resulting time series may not be stationary if we 

set d too low.  This creates a potential hazard in step 3 below, since step 3 assumes that our 
samples are i.i.d. :  independent and identically distributed (e.g. the same probability distribution 
across the window from which we resample).


2. We don't have any tools in the app to check for stationarity in pre-sampled data just yet, but if 
you want, you can try to read your data into GRETL and apply the fracdiff function to it, to a 
given level d that you use in our app, then check the stationarity of a recent window of that 
fracdiff'd data using the ADF test.  Try finance.yahoo.com to get historical price data to check, 
or set up an account on iexcloud.com and pull the data from there.  This will give you a clue how 
much or how little fractional differencing you can apply (e.g. what level d) before your data starts 
to go non-stationary.


1. http://www.learneconometrics.com/gretl/using_gretl_for_POE4.pdf


2. GRETL fracdiff:  http://gretl.sourceforge.net/gretl-help/funcref.html#fracdiff


3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_Dickey–Fuller_test


3. These steps involve a lot of manual work, so one day we may be able to add this stationarity 
checking feature into our app.


4. In the mean time, you can use our extensive backtest features to check the plausibility of a 
model.  If you build a model from non-stationary data, it seems likely it will backtest poorly, since 
we violate a fundamental assumption of these types of monte carlo models.


